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An alternation property of polynomials of best uniform approximation to a 
function f l C[a, b] having restricted ranges of some of their derivatives is proven. 
For this purpose, the problem of best uniform approximation to continuous 
functions by polynomials having restricted ranges and satisfying interpolatory 
conditions on their derivatives is discussed. The method is an improved version 
of the one used in [3] and provides an easily computed lower bound for the 
number of alternations. 
In [8] and [l] the problem of best approximating a given function by 
polynomials with restricted ranges of some of their derivatives has been 
studied. Special cases of this problem are monotone approximation [6, 71 
and restricted range approximation [l&12]. These papers include improved 
forms of Kolmogorov type theorems and theorems concerning the uniqueness 
of the best approximating polynomial. While in [lO-121, where restrictions 
are imposed only on the range of the approximating polynomials, an alterna- 
tion property analogous to the classical one is proven, no alternation property 
is given in [l, 6-81, where restrictions are imposed also on the derivatives. 
Even in the special case where only the range of one of the derivatives is 
restricted (case Pi in [6]) no alternation property is known. 
The purpose of the present work is to prove an alternation property of the 
polynomial of best approximation (pba) in the uniform norm from the 
class K of polynomials having restricted ranges of their derivatives. 
The proof relies on the fact that a pba from the class K is also a pba from 
a certain class of polynomials with restricted ranges, the derivatives of which 
satisfy interpolatory side conditions. Section 1 is devoted to this latter 
problem, which is of interest by itself, and characterization theorems, condi- 
tions for uniqueness, and an alternation property are given. These results 
are similar to the results in [3], where the problem of best approximation by 
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polynomials satisfying Hermite-Birkhoff interpolation conditions is dis- 
cussed. 
In Section 2, the results of Section 1 are applied to the main problem of 
this work. A generalized alternation property of a pba from K is proven, 
and for the special case Pj , a lower bound for the number of alternations 
is given. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the concepts of Hermite- 
Birkhoff interpolation, its representation in terms of incidence matrices, 
poisedness of interpolation problems, etc., which can be found in [9]. 
1. APPROXIMATION BY POLYNOMIALS WITH RESTRICTED RANGES AND 
INTERPOLATORY CONSTRAINTS ON THEIR DERIVATIVES 
In this section we investigate the problem of best approximating a function 
f E C[a, b] in the uniform norm by polynomials in the class: 
p = Mx) I A x E 7~~~~ , p(j)([J = bij when eij = 1 , Z(x) < p(x) < U(X)}, 1 (1.1) 
where 7rnpI is the set of all polynomials of degree <n - 1, E,‘<(r) = 
(eij)+~‘;j...‘“-’ , ,...,k is a given incidence matrix with r units describing r inter- 
polatory conditions imposed only on the derivatives of p(x) (ei, = 0, 
i = 1, 2,..., k) at the points a < [I < t2 < ... < ti, < b (see [3]), {bij) are 
fixed values, and Z(x) < U(X) for all a < x < b. The function l(x)[u(x)] 
may take the value - co [co] on an open subset of [a, b] and is continuous 
elsewhere in [a, b] (see [I I]). Assume that the r conditions prescribed by 
L”(r) at 5 = (tl , f2 ,..., 53 are linearly independent on T~-~ . As proven 
in [3], such matrices satisfy a generalized Polya condition: 
Mj 2 j + 1 - (n - r), j = 0, I)...) n - 1 
where Mj are the Polya constants defined as: 
with 
Mj= irn, j = 0, l,...,I? - 1 
"=O 
k 
m, = C eiv 
i=l 
v = 0, 1,. . .) II - I. 
This condition is equivalent to the following condition which does not 
involve r: 
W-1 
pi~ ~m,=M,-l-M~-~<n-j, j = 0,l ,..., n - 1, Me, = 0. 
.=j (1.2) 
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If k, is the index of the first nonzero column in E,“(r) (in our case k, 3 1) 
then, using (1.2) for j = k, we get: 
r < n - k, . (1.3) 
The following notation for the sets containing the critical points is used 
in the characterization theorems, (see also [8]): 
E+ = E+(P) = ix I x E [a, bl, .fW - ~6) = llf- P !I> (1.4) 
E- = E-(P) = t-x I x E Ia, bl,f(x) - P(X) = - llf- P II> (1.5) 
E+O = E+O(p) = {x [ x E [a, b],p(x) = &x)} (1.6) 
E-O = E-O(p) = {x I x E [a, b], p(x) = u(x)> (1.7) 
B=B(f,p)=E+uE~vE+“uE~o. (1.8) 
We assume that f $ p and that: 
(E, n E-O) u (Em n E+O) = m . (1.9) 
Otherwise p is a pba to f from p and no further characterization is needed. 
It is easily seen that (1.9) holds if I(X) <f(x) < U(X). Assume that p is not 
empty and, moreover, that it contains at least one polynomial that satisfies 
I(X) -C p(x) < U(X). By compactness arguments there exists a pba to f from P. 
The proof of the first theorem is omitted since it is similar to the proofs 
of the characterization theorems in [6, 71. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let f E C[a, b] and p E p be given. Then p is a pba to f 
from P if and only iffor each pa(x) E PO, 
where 
max 
xeE+UE- 
UC4 - ~(41 pa(x) 2 0 
PO = ~oO(Enk(r), f, PI 
= {POW I PO(X) E nn-1 > P?G> = 0, eij = 1, 
pa(x) 3 0 on E-O andp,(x) < 0 on E+O}. 
(1.10) 
Another useful formulation of this theorem is: 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let f E C[a, b] and p E P be given. Then, p is a pba to f 
from p if and only iffor each p. E PO 
xET$xD, “(4 PO(X) 3 0, 
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where 
PO = Po(Enk(r), 0
= {~dx> IP&> E T,-~ , it’&) = 0, eij = 11 
(1.11) 
and u(x) is defined on B(f, p) as: 
u(x) = +I x E E+ v E+O 
u(x) = -1 XEE-u E-O. 
(1.12) 
For the following theorems we use some terms defined in [3]: 
An L-condition is a condition corresponding to an additional unit in the 
first column of an incidence matrix E,“(r) (possibly in a new row). 
An incidence matrix Enk(r) is called L-poised at a fixed point f with respect 
to the interval [a, b] if for each addition of II - r L-conditions in [a, b], the 
resulting matrix describes an interpolation problem with a unique solution. 
An incidence matrix E,“(F) is called a partial matrix of E,“(r) at 5 if it 
contains i; units corresponding to a maximal set of independent conditions 
on 7rl--l (E < n) that are prescribed by E,“(r) at f. By the last definition it 
follows that 
P&%V~, 8 C Po(Lk(r), 0, 
~d&“(% t, PI C ~dJ%Yr), if, P>. 
(1.13) 
ii--F<n-r. (1.14) 
It is proven in [3, Lemma 3.11, that for any t every incidence matrix E,“(r) 
has at least one partial matrix that is L-poised at c. Another result to be 
used later is formulated in the next lemma: 
LEMMA 1.1. Let E,“(r) be an incidence matrix with r independent condi- 
tions at {. If Elk(M,-,), which is composed of the first 1 columns of Enk(r), 
is L-poised at f, and ifpC = n - 1, then Enk(r) is L-poised at f. 
ProojI The n - 1 conditions prescribed by E,,“(r) on the derivatives of 
order 31 are linearly independent on rrn--l and therefore the matrix Ek-,(n - 1) 
composed of the last n - I columns of Enk(r) is poised at 5. By adding to 
E,“(r) any n - r L-conditions we get a matrix E that can be decomposed 
into two matrices at the Ith column, since it satisfies pz = n - 1 (or MI.-, = 1) 
[9]. The first 1 columns of E is a poised matrix since it is derived from the 
L-poised matrix Ezk(MI-,) by addition of n - r L-conditions. The last n - I 
columns of E is the poised matrix E,k-,(n - I). Thus, E is a poised matrix 
at 5, by [9, Lemma 41, and E,“(r) is L-poised. 
In addition to the above terms we introduce the following: 
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DEFINITION 1 .l. A matrix ,!? = E,“(p) with e, = 0, i = I,..., K is called 
an LP-associate of E,“(r) at c if there exists a point +j E EK such that E,“(p) 
is L-poised at 7j, and 
(1.15) 
From (1.15) it is obvious that 
n-p<n-r, p3r 
and 
~d-%W, 7, P> C ~dEnk(r), 6 P). (1.16) 
The following lemma shows that every matrix has an LP-associate at 4: 
LEMMA 1.2. Each matrix E,“(r) has an LP-associate matrix at [ with 
p = n - k, , where k, is the index of thefirst nonzero column in E,“(r). 
Proof. Let E,“(p) be a matrix composed of first k, zero columns, that 
constitute an L-poised matrix, and n - k, columns that constitute any 
poised matrix at a point 7 E RK. Each polynomial p,,(x) E P,(E,Q), ;i) is of 
degree <k, - 1, since by the structure of the last n - k, columns of Enk(p) 
pikl)(x) E 0. Therefore p&x) satisfies automatically all the homogeneous 
conditions prescribed by E,“(r) at 4 that are imposed only on the derivatives 
of order >k, , and 
Pd-G”(p), 7~) C Po(Enk(r>, 8. 
By Lemma 1 .I, E,“(p) is L-poised at +, and therefore, it is an LP-associate 
of E,“(r) at $. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A matrix E,“(p) is called a best LP-associate of Enk(r) 
at f, if among all LP-associates of Enr-‘(r) at f it has the minimal number of 
units. 
By Definition 1.1 and the fact that p > r, it follows that an L-poised 
matrix at $ is a best LP-associate of itself at <. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let P* be the set of all pba to f E C[a, b] from P and let 
E,“(p) be a best LP-associate of E,“(r) at f. Then the set B” = fiDfp* B(f, p) 
contains at least n + 1 - p points, and all p E P* coincide on this set. 
Proof. First we prove that for each p E P*, B(f,p) contains n + 1 - p 
points, Suppose that for some p E P *, B(f,p) contains less than n + 1 - p 
points. (Note that by Lemma I .2 p < n - k, so that n - p 3 k, 3 1.) 
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It is possible to construct a polynomial pO(x) E T,-~ that satisfies: 
P(y)(Q) = 0 eij = 1 in E,“(p) (1.17) 
POW 2 0 on Eda (1.18) 
PO(X) G 0 on E+O (1.19) 
PO(X) = -(f(x) - P(X)) on E+uE-. (1.20) 
This follows from the L-poisedness of E,"(p) at +j, and from the fact that 
conditions (1.17)-( 1.20) are the p conditions prescribed by EnK(p) at Gj, and 
at most n - p additional L-conditions at points of B(f,p). Note that in 
view of (1.9) there is no contradiction among conditions (1.18)-(1.20); 
moreover, since e, = 0, i = l,..., k in E,‘Q), there is no overlapping 
between condition (1.17) and the rest. 
B~(1.17)-(1.19),p,(x) ~~o<EnK(~>, 5 ) andb(l.16),po(4 E~~C%Y~), Z,P> 
as well. But it follows from (1.20) that 
max UT-4 - P(x>>P~(x) < 0 
XE.E+UE_ 
which is a contradiction of Theorem 1 .l. Thus, each set B(f, p) where 
p E P*, contains at least II + 1 - p points. By the convexity of the set P*, 
there is a polynomial p*(x) E P* such that for every pi(x) E P* there is a 
pz(x) E P* and two scalars 01, /3 satisfying 
P*(x) = ~PlW + PPZW (Y,p>o CX+p=1 (1.21) 
(see [13, p. 16, Theorem 41). From (1.21), the triangle inequality, and the 
fact that each p(x) E P* satisfies Z(x) <p(x) < u(x) it follows easily that 
for each p E P* 
E+(p*) C E+(p), E-(P*) C UP), E+‘(P*) C E+‘(P), E-O(P*) C E-‘(P) (1 .W 
and therefore B* = B(f, p*). Hence B* contains at least n + 1 - p points, 
and for any p E P* 
P(X) = P*(x) x~B(f,p*) = B*. (1.23) 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
It is obvious that Theorem 1.2 holds for any LP-associate of Enk(r), but 
by taking a best LP-associate the guaranteed number of points in B* is 
maximal. In view of this remark and Lemma 1.2 we get a lower bound for 
the number of points in B*(f p): 
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COROLLARY 1.2. The set B*(f, p) contains at least k, + 1 points. 
The lower bound for the number of points in B*(f,p) given by Corol- 
lary 1.2 is easily determined from the matrix E,“(r). An improved lower 
bound, which also is easily found, is derived below from a known result of 
Atkinson and Sharma [9 T1 m 61, which states that an incidence matrix 
with r = II (a full matrix) satisfies the Polya condition (Mj > j f 1, 
j = O,..., n - 1) and contains no supported odd blocks (A-S condition), is 
poised. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let EnL(r,) be the matrix derived from Enk(r) by addition of 
one unit at the end of each odd block that does not terminate at the last column 
and is not prescribed at the points {a, b}, and let &li, i = O,..., n - 1 be the 
Polya constants defined with respect to E,“(r,). Then there exists an LP- 
associate of E,“(r) at f with respect o [a, b] that contains p units: 
where 
p = I@-l + n - I < n - kl 
1 = min{j j j - ii!?-, > i - h2<-, i = l,..., n}. 
Proof. First we show that the first I columns of E,“(r,) constitute a 
matrix E,k(l@-,) that is L-poised at t. The last column of E,k(~l-,) is a 
zero column. Otherwise &I-, > &I-, + 1, in contradiction to the definition 
of 1. Thus, all the blocks in E,“(l@& prescribed at points of (a, b) are of 
even length. E,k(Ii?,...,) satisfies the generalized Polya condition (1.2) with, 
strict inequality since for all j < I, I - i@-, > j - iI?-, , and hence 
i@-, - i&-, < I - j. Therefore, the addition of I - iI?!,-, L-conditions to 
Elk(al-,) in [a, b] results in a poised matrix (it satisfies the Polya condition 
and the A-S condition) which shows that Elk(@,-,) is L-poised. The matrix 
E,“(p) composed of Elk(&r-l) as the first I columns and any n - 1 columns 
that constitute a full poised matrix is an LP-associate of E,“(r) at { by its 
structure and by Lemma 1.1. In this matrix 
p = ii?l-l + n - I, 
and since by the definition of I: I - A,-, > k, - ii?kI-, = k, it follows that 
p < n - k, . 
Theorem 1.2 is analogous to [3, Theorem 3.21 in the sense that the role 
played by B(f,p) here is the same as that of A(f,p) there. But here we 
use a best LP-associate of E,“(r) at [, E,“(p), while in [3] we used the 
maximal partial matrix of En”(r), which is L-poised at {, denoted by E,“(Y). 
The present result is stronger since the matrix Enk(r,), the first ti columns of 
which are those of Eik(Y) and its last II - ii columns constitute a full poised 
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matrix at 4, is by Lemma 1.1 an LP-associate of E,“(r) at 5. By the structure 
of Enk(ro): 
PdE,“V), 5) = po(EnVd, $1 (1.24) 
and 
fi-?=n-rO<n-p. (1.25) 
In view of the above discussion some of the theorems in [3] can be improved, 
but the examples that appear there to show the sharpness of the theorems 
can still serve since for them 6 -- ? = n -- p. 
The following example shows that a case in which fi - I- < n - p can 
occur : 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let E,,“(r) = &l(l) = (0100) be an incidence matrix 
defined at $ = (0). It is easily seen that this matrix is not L-poised at 5 with 
respect to any interval containing zero as an interior point. The maximal 
partial matrix of J&l(l) which is L-poised at $ is (01) for which rZ - i: = 
2 - 1 = 1. But following the construction of Lemma I .3, we see that the 
matrix (0110) = E,l(2) is an LP-associate of &l(l) at {, for which 
,, - p = 4 -~ 2 = 2 ;;a 1. 
Using Theorem 1.2 in the same manner as Theorem 3.2 of [3] is used 
there, results concerning relations between polynomials in P* are easily 
proven. These relations depend on the structure of Enk(r) or its partial 
matrices; the proofs will be omitted. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let ii be the maximal integer for which EEL(r) is an L-poised 
partial matrix of E,“(r) at f. Then for any two distinct polynomials pi(x), 
pz(x) E P*, the dzfZerencepl(x) - pz(x) is of degree >ii. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Among all pba to f(x) from P there exists at most one 
of degree <i? - I. 
COROLLARY 1.5. If Enk(r) is L-poised at [ then there is a unique pba to f 
from P. 
In [3] there are two more theorems (Theorems 3.4, 3.5) that give sufficient 
conditions for uniqueness and are also valid in our case, if the set A(f, p) 
there is replaced by the set B(f,p) here. We omit the formulations and the 
proofs of these theorems. 
The concluding part of this section deals with the alternation property 
of a pba from the class 1”. First we prove: 
LEMMA 1.4. Zf Ellk(r) is L-poised at z with respect to [a, b] and satisjies 
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e, = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., k, then the space P, = P,(E,“(r), $) is a Haar space of 
dimension n - r over [a, b]. 
ProoJ: Since the r conditions prescribed by E,“(r) at 5 are linearly inde- 
pendent, P, is of dimension n - r. Suppose there is a nonzero polynomial 
p E PO with at least n - r zeroes in [a, b]. This polynomial satisfies the r 
conditions prescribed by EnL(r) at f, and II - r L-conditions in [a, b], in 
contradiction to the assumption that E,“(r) is L-poised. 
This lemma is a special case of [3, Lemma 4.21. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let f E C[a, b], I(x) <f(x) < u(x), and p E P*, and let 
E,“(p) be a best LP-associate of En7<(r) at f. Then there are at least n + 1 - p 
points of B(f,p), a < x1 < 1.. < x n+l--r, < b where a(x), dejined in (I .12), 
satisfies u(xi+J = -U(Xi), i = 1, 2 ,..., n - p. 
Proof. Suppose there is a p E P* with only I alternations of the above 
type, with 1 <l<n-p, at the points a<x,<x,<...<x,<b. For 
every 1 <i<l- 1 wedefine: 
Yi' = SUP{Y I Y E [Xi > .%,I1 f7 m P>, dU> = 4Xi>>, 
Y; = infb I Y E [xi , xi+J n NL P), u(y) = 4xi+&. 
By the continuity of the functions involved it follows that u(JJ~‘) = U(XJ 
and U(JJ;) = u(xf+J = -u(xJ. Moreover, yi’ < J$ since if yi’ > v; there 
are more than 1 alternations while yi’ # ~1 follows from the fact that 
I(X) < u(x) and Z(x) < f(x) < U(X). Let us choose in every interval (yi’, y;) 
a point yi , i = 1,2 ,..., I - 1. By Lemma 1.4, P,,(E,Q), ;i) is a Haar space 
over [a, b], and by [2, Theorem 5.2, p. 301 it is possible to construct a poly- 
nomial p,, E P,(E,“(p), 77) which has exactly I - 1 simple zeroes at the points 
fyi}, i = I,..., I - 1, and is nonzero elsewhere in [a, b]. By taking either 
+p,,(x) or -p,,(x) we get that pO(x) u(x) < 0 on B(f, p), and in view of (1.15) 
this contradicts Corollary 1.1. 
In case E,“(r) is L-poised at E, then by the last theorem there are at least 
n + 1 - r points in B(f, p). The sufficiency of the alternation property is 
proven only for L-poised matrices. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let E,li(r) be L-poised at E, f E C[a, b], I(x) <f(x) < u(x), 
and let p* E p be a polynomial such that B(f, p*) contains n + 1 - r con- 
secutive points a < x1 < x2 < .*. < x,+~-,. < b where u(xi+J = -u(xJ, 
i=l ,..-, n - r. Then p * is the pba to f from p. 
Proof. Let pO be the pba to f - p* from the class: 
e ={414E~n-,,q E Po(-Ck(r), i% I - P* < q < u - P* in [a, bl} 
Then p* + p. is the pba to f from p. (The pba is unique by Corollary 1.5). 
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By Lemma I .4, P,,&“(r), 5) is a Haar space over [a, b] and by the alterna- 
tion property for the case of restricted ranges [l I], p0 = 0 is the pba to 
f - p* from Q. Therefore p* is the pba to f from p. 
2. ALTERNATION PROPERTY OF pba WITH RESTRICTED 
RANGES OF DERIVATIVES 
In this section we use results of the previous section to prove an alternation 
property of the pba tofE C[a, b] from the class: 
K = {p j p E 7rn-l , l&x) < p(@(x) ,< u&x), x E [a, b], i = 0, I,..., sj 
where 
0 < k, < k, < ... < k, < n - 1. 
A Kolmogorov type characterization theorem for such a pba is proven in 
[8, Theorem 21 under the following assumptions: 
(a) Ii(x) < ui(x), x E [a, b], i = 0 ,..., 9. 
(b) &(x)[u~(x)] may take the value - a[+ co] on an open subset 
A-,-[xi+] of [a, b]. 
(c) On [a, b] - Xi- [[a, b] - X,+] I,(x)[ui(x)] is continuous. 
(d) K is nonempty and there exists a polynomial p E K satisfying 
Z,(x) < p’k”i’(x) < 2$(x), x E [a, b], i = 0 ,.‘.) s. 
To formulate this characterization theorem further notation is needed: 
E+i(p) = {X 1 X E [U, b], pcki)(X) = Zi(X)), i = O,..., s 
Ei(p) = (X 1 X E [U, b], pcki)(X) = Ui(X)), i = o,..., s. 
(2.1) 
K,(p) = lpo lpo urn-1 ,pi%-> 3 0, XE E-i(~), 
p:<)(x) < 0, x E E+i(p), i = 0 ,..., s}. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let f E C[a, b] and p E K. Then p is a pba to f from K if 
and only iffor each p. E K,(p) 
x~E+n)avXE_(n) [f x - P(X)1 PO(X) 2 O. (2.2) 
[E+(p) and E-(p) are defined in (1.4) and (1.5)]. 
A direct consequence of this theorem is formulated in: 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let p(x) be a pba to f(x) from K such that the sets of 
points E: , j = l,,.., v and El’ , j = l,..., p, 0 < v, p < s, are empty. Then 
p(x) is a pba to f (x) from the class 
Q = (p j p in,+ , &(x) < P’“~‘(x), .Y E [a, b], i = 0 ,..., s 
i f i, ,..., i,,p (Q) < u<(x), x E [a, b], i = 0 ,..., s, i # II ,..., 1,). 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 each p0 E K,(p) satisfies (2.2), and by assumption 
UP) = J&C P), where 
Q,(p) = {PO j po E 7rn-1 ) p$‘(x) > 0, s E E-i(p), 
i = 0 ,..., s, i # II ,..., 1, , p$) < 0, x E ELi(p), 
i = 0 ,..., s, i # i, ,..., iv). 
Using Theorem 2.1 in the opposite direction we get that p(x) is also a pba 
to f(x) from Sz. 
Without loss of generality we assume that k, = 0 (taking -Z,(x) = 
uO(x) = A4, A4 large enough, in case there are no restrictions on the range of 
the values of the approximating polynomials). 
With each p E K we associate the following class of polynomials: 
P(p) = {q 1 q E riT,-l , q(lii)(x) = l?(x), x E E+Q), 
qCki)(x) = ui(x), x E E-i(p), i = l,..., s, l,,(x) < q(x) < uJx)}. (2.3) 
From the set of conditions 
x E E+YP) 
x E Emi 
i = l,..., s 
we take a maximal set of r conditions that are independent on z-,-~ 
(r < n - k, < n - 1); 
q(j)(&) = bij , eij = 1, i = l,..., k, j = l,..., n - 1 (2.4) 
Here eij = 1 only if j = k, for some 1 < v < s, [( E E+” v E-” and bij is 
either Z,(tJ or z&J. These conditions can be described by an incidence 
matrix E,“(r) = (eJ at the point 5 = (4, ,..., tk) with ei,, = 0, i = l,..., k. 
In terms of this incidence matrix, P(p) in (2.3) is given by 
P(P) = {q I q E T,-~ , qWJ = bij, eii = 1, U4 d dx) < &4h (2.5) 
and is of the same type as f3 of the previous section. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let p(x) be a pba to f(x) from K, then p(x) is also a pba 
tof(x>from F(P). 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, for each p,,(x) E K,,(p), (2.2) holds. Let Enk(r) 
and z be defined as in (2.4) with respect to p(x), and let PO(p) be the class 
&o(P) = {PO I PO E rTT,-1 > Pi?’ (0 = 0, eij = 1, PO(x) > 0 
x E E-O(P), POW G 0, x E E+“(P):. (2.6) 
By the choice of E,l(r) and f 
PO(P) c K,(P)> (2.7) 
and thus, each p. E PO(p) satisfies (2.2). In view of Theorem 1.1 this condi- 
tion is sufficient for p(x) to be a pba to f(x) from p(p). 
This theorem enables us to apply Theorem 1.4 and get the following 
alternation property of a pba from K: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let p(x) be a pba to f(x) from K, where I,(x) < f(x) < 
u,(x), and let Enk(r) be an incidence matrix that defines p(p) as in (2.5). If 
E,“(p) is a best LP-associate of Enk(r), at f, then there are t = n + 1 - p 
points a < x1 < ... < xt < b in B(f,p) [deJined in (1.8)] such that o(x) 
[dejined in (1.12)] satisjes: 
4%+1) = -(xi), i = 1, 2 ,..., t - 1. 
For the case s = 1 with k, = j (case Pj in [6] when -Z,,(x) = +u,(x) = M, 
M large enough) all columns of E,“(r) are zero except the jth column in 
which there are r units, where by (1.2) 0 < r < n - j. In the next theorem 
we give a lower bound for the number t in Theorem 2.4, which is easily 
determined in this special case: 
THEOREM 2.5. Let E,“(r) be the incidence matrix corresponding to a pba 
from K in case s = 1, k, = j, and let 0, 0 < 8 < 2, be the number of units 
in EnL(r) corresponding to conditions at end points (a, b}. Then the number t 
in Theorem 2.4 is bounded below by max{n + 1 - 2r + 8, j + l}. 
Proof. Let E,,k(r,) and il& , i = 0 ,..., n - 1, be defined as in Lemma 1.3. 
Then 
il& = 0, i = O,..., j - 1 
iPi = r, i=j 
lQi = 2r - 8, i = j + l,..., n - 1 
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and 
1 = min{j [j - fijPI > i - %I-, , i = I,..,, nj 
is eitherj or n. Therefore by Lemma 1.3 
t = n + 1 - p > max{n + 1 - 2r + O,j + 1). 
The following example demonstrates the sharpness of the two last theorems. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let K = {p 1 p 6~~ ,p’(x) < 1, -1 < x < 1). The pba 
tof(x) = ~2 from K is p(x) = $x2 + a, as can be verified by a direct applica- 
tion of the sufficiency part of Theorem 2. I. Here p’(x) = x, E-l = {l}, 
E+(P) u E-(P) = I-1,0, 11, and 
K,(P) = {PO I PO ET2 ,P’(l) 2 0). 
Therefore, there is no polynomial p, E K. that satisfies po( - 1) < 0, ~~(0) > 0, 
~~(1) < 0. The incidence matrix for this problem is &l(l) = (0 1 0) with 
the condition p’(l) = u,(l) = 1 prescribed at the end point of the interval. 
FIGURE I. 
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Therefore it is L-poised at { = (1) with p = r = I, 6 = I, and number t 
of Theorem 2.4 is n + 1 - p = 3, which is the exact number of alternations 
off - p in this case (see Fig. 1). In this example the lower bound given for 
the number of alternations by Theorem 2.5 is also achieved, since 
n+l-2r+B=3. 
With the method of this section we get only the necessity of the alternation 
property of a pba to f(x) from K. Obviously a sufficient condition that is not 
necessary for p(x) to be a pba to f(x) from K is that the set B(f, p) contains 
n+lpointsa<x,<...<x n+l < b such that (T(x~+~) = -o(xJ, i = l,..., n. 
In this case, p(x) is also a pba to f(x) from the class 
0 = (p(x) I P E n,-1 , UX) < P(X> < u,(x), x E [a, bll. (2.X) 
To generalize Remes type algorithms for the construction of pba from the 
class K, the gap between the necessity and sufficiency of the alternation 
property must be closed. 
The results of [3] and the method of this paper can be combined to study 
the problem of best approximation from the class K, when equalities between 
&(x) and ZQ(X), i = O,..., s are permitted, as is done in [12] for the case s = 0. 
We intend to investigate this problem in the future. 
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